Starter!

Who has...

Words that describe what a picture is about

I have captions

Who has...

A list of topics in the book listed in alphabetical order with page numbers?

I have index

Who has...

Words that show a specific part of a picture and are connected with lines?

I have labels

Who has...

A picture that has a part taken out so that you can see inside the object?
I have cutaway

Who has... An image that allows us to see exactly what something looks like?

I have photograph

Who has... A picture that helps the reader understand the size of one thing by comparing it to the size of something familiar?

I have comparison

Who has... Something that helps the reader understand where things are in the world?

I have map

Who has... Something that helps the reader by signaling “Look at me!” or “I’m important!”?
I have

Types of print

Who has...?

An image that allows someone to see details in something small?

Close-up

Who has...?

Key topics in the book in the order that they appear and their page number?

Table of contents

Who has...?

Important information organized and listed in a chart form?

table

Who has...?

Key words and what they mean in alphabetical order?
I have Nonfiction conventions!!

Who has... glossary

Items we usually find in nonfiction books that help us understand the material?

Ender!
Thank you for your interest!

Please feel free to email me with comments, questions, or suggestions! runteacherrun@gmail.com